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Abstract

Single phase ε-Mn4N and ζ-Mn10N thin films are grown on MgO(001) using
molecular beam epitaxy. The films are identified and characterized using reflec-
tion high-energy electron diffraction, x-ray diffraction, back scattered electron
scanning electron microscopy, atomic/magnetic force microscopy and Ruther-
ford backscattering spectrometry. These films are found to be highly smooth
with root-mean-squared roughnesses 3.39 nm and below. The quality of ε-Mn4N
grown is strongly dependent on substrate temperature during growth. Epitaxial
growth of substantial grains composed of the antiferromagnetic η-phase Mn3N2

side by side with ferrimagnetic ε-phase grains is observed when growth tem-
perature is below 480 ◦C. Ising domains isolated within areas roughly 0.5 µm
across are observed in the ferrimagnetic ε-phase grains of samples consisting of
a mix of η- and ε-phase grains. Magnetic domains following semi-continuous
paths, which are 0.7 to 7.2 µm across, are observed in single phase ε-Mn4N.
Measurements of the ζ-phase detail the structure and magnetism of the mate-
rial as high Mn content γ-type ζ-phase with a regular surface corrugation along
the [100]-direction and antiferromagnetic.
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1. Introduction

Transition metal (TM) nitrides such as (Mn,Fe,Co)xNy have been demon-
strated to possess a wide range of magnetic properties with tunability be-
tween different types of magnetism (e.g. ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic, non-
magnetic, ferrimagnetic) via phase control of each material.[1, 2, 3, 4] As well, at
least one phase (ε-Mn4N1, α-FexNy, α”-Fe16N2, and γ-Co3N1) of each of these
three TM nitrides has shown perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) and
consequently suitability for spin injection contacts.[5, 6, 7, 8] These two shared
characteristics of tunable magnetic properties and suitability for spin injection
contacts among these three TM nitrides suggest potential applications in giant
magnetoresistance (GMR) devices.

MnxNy possesses three antiferromagnetic phases (θ-, η- and ζ-phase) and
a single ferrimagnetic phase (ε-phase).[9] The ε-phase exhibits PMA with a
highly polarizable out-of-plane easy axis alignment.[5] In agreement, theoretical
calculations on ε-Mn4N suggests the material has a high spin injection efficiency
(>0.7).[10]

In the past, reflection high-energy diffraction (RHEED) and X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) have served as the primary means for identifying the phase pu-
rity of ε-Mn4N samples.[3, 5, 11, 12, 13, 14] However, phase impurities have
been observed in epitaxially grown ε-Mn4N when RHEED or XRD indicated
otherwise.[3, 15] For this reason, an experiment determining the effect of growth
temperature on phase purity of ε-Mn4N grown on MgO(001) is of interest.

The antiferromagnetic ζ-phase of MnxNy is typically grown through incor-
poration of some gaseous form of N into solid Mn (e.g. reactive annealing).[9,
16, 17, 18] Additionally, ζ-phase MnxNy has been grown epitaxially on a hexag-
onal substrate (sapphire).[19] It has been proposed that the ζ-phase does not
grow on MgO(001) due to the hexagonal versus tetragonal nature of the ζ-phase
versus MgO.[3, 19] Unlike the other phases of MnxNy, which each fall within a
narrow range of Mn percentage (Mn%) values (± ∼2%), the ζ-phase has been
found to be stable within a wide range from 64% to 92%.[9]

Starting with a growth study of Mn4N, the growth is characterized using
RHEED, XRD, Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) and AFM/MFM;
and then the growth temperature is used to control the phase purity. Next, the
application of these characterization techniques reveals the Mn% can be raised
above the stability limit of Mn4N (∼ 81.5%), which results in an upper stability
limit ζ-phase on MgO(001) (∼ 92%). This result represents the fourth and final
phase of MnxNy to be grown in a controlled manner on MgO(001).[3, 17]

2. Procedure

All samples were prepared in a custom designed ultra-high vacuum molec-
ular beam epitaxy system.[20] The MnxNy samples were grown on MgO(001)
substrates. Beforehand, the substrates were cleaned ex situ using solvent, first
with acetone and then with isopropyl-alcohol. Additional in situ cleaning of
the substrate was performed by annealing at a temperature of 1000 ◦C with
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nitrogen plasma incident for ∼ 1 hr. Manganese flux was provided by a cus-
tom designed effusion cell operated at temperatures of ∼ 1200 ◦C, whereas N
flux was supplied by an RF N Plasma Source (SVT Associates) with a forward
power of 450 W and N2 as the source gas. The Mn flux is measured using
a quartz crystal thickness monitor giving readings in Å/s, while the effective
N flux is determined by finding the crossover point between Ga- and N-rich
GaN growth.[21] In total, twelve MnxNy samples were grown using Mn fluxes
in the range 0.4−3×1014 Mn atoms/(cm2s) and effective N fluxes in the range
of 0.5−1.4×1014 atoms/(cm2s). On occasion, to induce the ζ-phase (highest
Mn content) growth, the N source shutter was adjusted to interrupt the N flux.

RHEED is actively used in situ during growth with a 20 keV incident electron
beam energy in order to monitor the phase of growth based on the observation
of phase specific surface structure/reconstruction; this is determined by mea-
suring, for example, the characteristic RHEED streak spacings and from these
determining the in-plane lattice constant(s) by means of the RHEED calibra-
tion. The calibration is performed for each growth using the MgO substrate
post-annealing streak spacings as a reference. XRD is applied ex situ employ-
ing Cu Kα x-rays in order to determine the bulk crystal structure normal to the
substrate surface including atomic spacings prevalent in the samples. The bulk
Mn:N ratios in the samples are determined using RBS. Relative Mn concentra-
tion between different crystal grains is determined using back scattered electron
scanning electron microscopy (BSE-SEM). Atomic/magnetic force microscopy
is performed using a Park Scientific CP AFM/MFM head retrofitted with a
controller system by Anfatec Inc. which is operated ex situ to obtain informa-
tion about the samples’ topographical and magnetic properties. The MFM is
performed in phase contrast mode, giving a picture of the samples’ stray field
map at a certain height z above the sample plane. Analysis of the obtained
stray field maps is used to infer sample domain structure.

3. Growth Summary

Variation of the sample growth parameters in this study enabled the syn-
thesis of qualitatively three different types of MnxNy phases including two ap-
proximately pure phase samples (ε and ζ) and one mixed-phase sample (η +
ε). Although growth of η-phase is typically achieved at sample temperatures up
to 450 ◦C, and the growth of ε-phase can be achieved at sample temperatures
above 450 ◦C, growth of ζ-phase favors not only temperatures of ∼ 480 ◦C or
higher but also requires a growth interrupt to trigger this less common phase to
appear; this could be achieved either by temporarily closing the plasma shutter
to interrupt N-flux during growth, or a post-growth annealing step.

Figure 1(a) shows the RHEED pattern characteristic of all of the post-
annealing MgO substrates on which each of the three samples were grown. The
bright uniform streaks together with the sharp Kikuchi lines within the char-
acteristic RHEED pattern of these substrates shows that the substrate surface
was highly-smooth, well-ordered MgO suitable for RHEED calibration. Fig-
ures 1(b-d) and 2 present the RHEED and XRD patterns, respectively, for the
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three types of samples to be focused on in this study with all associated values
tabulated in Table 1. The presentation begins with a discussion of the diffrac-
tion (RHEED, XRD) data for the lower growth temperature (η + ε) mixed
phase (sample A), the middle growth temperature (ε) sample (sample B) and
then, after introducing the RBS data, the higher growth temperature (ζ) sample
(sample C).

The presentation finishes with a discussion of the microscopy data (AFM,
MFM, BSE-SEM) of samples A, B and then C. The requirement of a substrate
temperature over 450 ◦C for growth of samples B (ε-phase) and C (ζ-phase) is
consistent with Yang et al., in which at 450 ◦C the growth of high purity ε-phase
or any ζ-phase was unobserved.[3] Samples in this study were not intentionally
annealed for any significant times, although it has been shown that θ, η, ζ,
and ε (up to as high as 4:1 Mn:N) can be achieved by successively increasing
annealing temperatures which results in increasing levels of N loss.[16]

4. Crystallography

The RHEED and XRD taken from the 450 ◦C sample (sample A) are shown
in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 2(a) respectively. Figure 1(b) shows 1st order streaks and
faintly visible half-order streaks, with the 1st order streak spacing corresponding
to an a-spacing of 3.97±0.02 Å in the lattice. This value agrees well with an
average (3.99 Å) between values for ε-phase (3.86 Å) and η-phase (4.04/4.21
Å), thus indicating a mixture of η- and ε-phases.[9] As well, the faint half-
order streaks indicate a partial occupation of ε-phase at the surface of sample
A. It should be noted that the same a-spacing was reported by Yang et al.
for a sample reported as ε-phase with some η-phase impurity.[3] As shown in
Fig. 2(a), XRD finds 5 significant peaks within the 2θ range of 35−50 degrees,
including a substantial ε-phase 002 peak occurring at 2θ = 47.00 deg, a very
small ζ-phase 101 peak, a barely visible ζ-phase 002 peak, a large MgO 002
peak (split peak due to saturation of the detector), and a small intensity MgO
111 peak (coming from the back-side of the substrate). The ε-phase 002 peak is
slightly shifted compared to the expected, giving a 3.87±0.01 Å c-spacing, while
the η-phase Mn3N2 020 peak is indistinguishable from the MgO 002 peak. A
perspective view of the η-Mn3N2 and ε-Mn4N structures can be seen, in which
(010) and (001) Mn planes are indicated, in Fig. 3(a-b) respectively.

A substrate temperature of 480◦C was used to grow the ε-Mn4N sample
(sample B); with the [100] surface reconstruction demonstrated by RHEED and
the bulk composition determined from XRD. First order [100] RHEED streak
spacings are measured in Fig. 1(c), resulting in a deduced (after calibration)
3.88±0.01 Å a-spacing. Clearly visible half-order streaks agree with the accepted
structure (4 Mn in fcc structure with a single N at the body center) by showing
a 2× periodicity perpendicular to the [100]-direction.[22] This 2× periodicity is
due to the non-degeneracy between face-centered and corner Mn atoms doubling
the distance between degenerate Mn atoms along this direction. The appearance
of faint Kikuchi lines suggests a high quality, flat, and well-ordered ε-phase
surface. The XRD pattern for sample B shown in Fig. 2(b) contains the same
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set of XRD peaks as for sample A, but with strongly increased ε-phase 002 peak
intensity and a significant reduction in the ζ-phase peaks. From the ε-phase
peak position, a c-spacing of 3.86±0.01 Å is determined. The 3.88 Å a-spacing
and 3.86 Å c-spacing, as determined by RHEED and XRD respectively, both
agree well with the expected value for ε-phase (3.86 Å).[9]

The RHEED and XRD taken from the 510 ◦C sample (sample C) are shown
in Fig. 1(d) and Fig. 2(c), respectively. The RHEED pattern shown in Fig.
1(d) shows split 1st and 2nd order streaks, which together indicate two in-plane
spacings of 4.95±0.10 Å (bottom arrow dotted) and 5.23±0.15 Å (bottom arrow
solid). There is also a streak (bottom arrow dotted) with an associated spacing
of 9.87±0.22 Å, which is close to 2× the 4.95 Å spacing. As well, there is a
1st order streak (top arrow) showing a 3.80±0.24 Å in-plane spacing with a
chevron, which is observed in the angular splitting at the bottom of the streak.
Such chevron features can be characteristic of refraction effects due to surface
faceting.[26] However, the observed chevrons are too weak and apex location
too unclear to obtain an accurate measurement of the angle between the facet
and the growth plane.

X-ray diffraction in Fig. 2(c) shows no 002 ε-phase peak, but instead a
sizeable 101 ζ-phase peak corresponding to a d-spacing of 2.15 Å, and two
additional ζ-phase peaks (002 and 100), corresponding to d-spacings of 4.53 Å
(002) and 2.43 Å (100). These measured d-spacings agree with known values
for γ-type ζ-phase MnxNy presented by Leineweber et al. and are shown in
Table 1.[17] Corresponding to the three ζ-phase peaks seen in the XRD are
three planes within the perspective view of the γ-type ζ-phase model shown in
Fig. 3(c). The 002 XRD peak corresponds to the interplanar distance between
c-planes in the γ-type ζ-phase structure with known c-spacing 4.55 Å. The 101
XRD peak corresponds to (101) planes of the zeta structure which have known
interplanar spacings of 2.15 Å. Finally, the 100 XRD peak corresponds to (100)
zeta structure planes which have interplanar spacings of 2.83 Å × cosine(30◦) =
2.45 Å. Based on these agreements between measured XRD spacings and known
ζ-phase interplanar spacings, we conclude that there are at least three different
orientations of ζ-phase grains within the film.

The measured RHEED pattern spacings can be seen to correspond to in-
plane spacings of the three ζ-phase grain orientations found from XRD. Corre-
sponding to (001) c-planes, the long diagonal along [11̄0] is 2.83 Å ×

√
3 = 4.91

Å, agreeing well with the RHEED spacing of 4.95±0.1 Å. Corresponding to the

(101) planes, the atomic spacing along the [101] direction is
√

(2.83 Å)2 + (4.55 Å)2

= 5.36 Å which is within error of the measured RHEED spacing of 5.23±0.15 Å.
Corresponding to the (100) a-planes, the relevant atomic spacing along the [011]

direction is
√

(2.83 Å)2 + (4.55 Å)2 = 5.36 Å which also agrees with the mea-

sured RHEED spacing 5.23±0.15 Å within error. Finally, if we assume (304)
facets, which are slightly off of (101) planes, we get an inter-atomic spacing

of 3.99 Å along [ 23
2
3

1
2 ], which is in reasonable agreement with the measured

3.80±0.24 Å spacing seen in RHEED. In total, all the RHEED and XRD spac-
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ing measurements are consistent with a film having (101), (001), and (100)
orientations of the ζ-phase structure with possible (304) oriented facet planes.

Further evidence for the γ-type ζ-phase identification of sample C is obtained
by measuring stoichiometry with RBS. A wide range of potential stoichiome-
tries are associated with the ζ-phase.[9, 17] RBS taken on the ζ-phase samples
grown on MgO(001) in this experiment indicates an approximately 10:1 Mn:N
ratio (90.9% Mn). This 90.9% Mn concentration approaches the highest Mn%
observed for the ζ-phase (92%), which suggests either ε-type (hexagonal with
ordered N-site occupation) or γ-type (hexagonal with disordered N-site occupa-
tion) ζ-phase, the two most Mn-rich types, was grown.[9, 17]

The ε-type ζ-phase unit cell contains 8 Mn and 6 N-sites.[17] This means
a 10:1 Mn:N ratio would require a unit cell to have less than one N-atom on
average (0.8). Therefore, the size of the ε-type ζ-phase unit cell is too small
to contain well-ordered N-site occupation at this Mn:N ratio. It follows that a
10:1 Mn:N ratio indicates primarily disordered N-vacancies, which identifies the
majority of the 510 ◦C sample (sample C) as γ-type ζ-phase.

The model in Fig. 3(c) shows the N-sites fully occupied. Randomly-incorporated
N-vacancies can be added to the model until the stability limit is reached.[9, 17]
This can allow agreement with the measured 90.9% Mn concentration. Clearly,
growth of hexagonal ζ-phase MnxNy on a tetragonal MgO (001)-oriented sub-
strate is favored at high Mn concentrations such as that shown here.

5. Morphology and Magnetism

AFM, MFM and (BSE-SEM) images from a mixed phase sample (sample
A) are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. These results reveal the growth of a smooth
surface consisting of a mix of mostly ε- and η-phase domains. Two distinct
morphologies, a smaller and larger cross-hatching, are seen in the AFM image in
Figs. 4(a). These cross-hatchings consists of islands overlapping and elongated
along the two degenerate [110] directions, which is consistent with the cubic
structure of the material. A cross-section through the center of the ring-shaped
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) consists of a double peak, and the average of the
two widths at 1/e of the maxima provides the range of distances typically found
along a particular direction within an image.[23] This analysis is performed on
the small and large cross-hatching to determine a range of the width and length
of the islands in each. The range of the width and length of the islands found in
the small cross-hatching are 0.6 to 1.0 µm and 0.4 to 7.5 µm respectively. The
range of the width and length of the islands found in the large cross-hatching
are 0.3 to 1.8 µm and 1.8 to 13.3 µm respectively. Unlike the cross-hatching, the
edges of the grains follow irregular paths without any particular alignment(s).

The MFM image in Fig. 4(b) shows the magnetic contrast corresponding
to the area shown in Fig. 4(a). The solid and dotted line profiles, showing
topographic and magnetic signals respectively, in Fig. 4(c) indicate that the
two different types of cross-hatched morphologies correspond to regions hav-
ing different magnetic properties. From the magnetic line profile (dotted) the
magnetic domains are roughly half a micrometer across. In agreement, an FFT
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analysis of sample A following the procedure of Bai et al. gives a range of mag-
netic domain widths of 0.25 to 1.62 µm.[23] The up-to-1.62 µm wide domains
are therefore having a flat 2D-like shape given the film thickness of 0.2 µm.

The magnetic domains in the larger cross-hatched morphology of sample
A are identified as ”pancakelike” Ising domains by the associated magnetic
domain structure (isolated and flattened).[24] The magnetic domains appear to
be partially aligned with the same two degenerate [110] directions as the two
cross-hatching morphologies. Conversely, the areas having smaller cross-hatched
morphology do not reveal any observable magnetic contrast.

The presence of magnetic domains identifies the larger cross-hatching as
either ferrimagnetic or ferromagnetic. Meanwhile, the indiscernible magnetic
contrast identifies the smaller cross-hatching as either antiferromagnetic or non-
magnetic. Ferrimagnetism and antiferromagnetism are the only two types of
magnetism found in the MnxNy system.[9] Therefore, the larger and smaller
cross-hatched regions are identified as being ferrimagnetic and antiferromag-
netic respectively. The ferrimagnetic domains are readily identified as ε-Mn4N
because this is the only ferrimagnetic phase of MnxNy and there is a sufficiently
large ε-phase 002 XRD peak to explain the fraction of the surface containing
ferrimagnetic domains (roughly half).

Larger AFM images such as Fig. 5(a) find that the antiferromagnetic grains
are consistently raised above the ferrimagnetic domains. An example of this
height difference is shown in the line profile in Fig. 4(c), in which there is a rise
of roughly 5 nm during the transition from ferrimagnetic to antiferromagnetic
areas. These raised antiferromagnetic areas are identified to be Mn-poor com-
pared to the lower lying grains using BSE-SEM as seen in Fig. 5(b), in which a
heat mapping of Mn concentration is laid over the 3-D topography of a 190 µm
area.

Due to the raised grains being observed with AFM/MFM in an abundance
covering roughly half the surface, a corresponding XRD peak would be expected
to occur with a number of counts of the same order of magnitude as the ε-
phase 002 peak. However, the only peaks in Fig. 2(a) aside from the ε-phase
peak are two ζ-phase peaks, which even together are too small to explain the
raised grains with lower Mn concentrations occupying roughly half the surface.
Therefore, we can identify the raised grains as having η-Mn3N2 (010) structure
because this is the only known MnxNy structure with a peak that would be
completely obscured by another, specifically the MgO 002 peak. Additionally,
the observations that the raised grains are antiferromagnetic and have a lower
Mn concentration agree with an η-phase identification of the antiferromagnetic
grains. Furthermore, this is consistent with the RHEED data from Fig. 1(b),
including a diminished half-order streak intensity and a 1st order spacing the
average of eta- and epsilon-phase spacings, supporting a mix of η- and ε-phase
grains for this sample.

Roughness analysis of the 30 µm image in Fig. 5(a) indicates an RMS rough-
ness of 3.39 nm with a height range of 19.8 nm across the surface. The origin of
the roughness comes mainly from the height difference between eta- and epsilon-
phase regions. The relatively low RMS roughness and height range are favorable
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values for potentially patterning a mix of antiferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic
domains on a surface. It should be noted, there are two morphologies, cross-
hatched and disordered (circled), observed within the η-phase regions in Fig.
5(a) compared to the single morphology seen within the ε-phase regions. This
lack of morphological uniformity is likely explained by the Mn-rich growth con-
ditions, which are not ideal for η-phase growth (Mn:N ratio significantly greater
than the 0.87 identified by Yang et al.).[3] Despite the non-ideal conditions, η-
phase grain growth persists for hundreds of nanometers. This fact indicates that
controlling the growth conditions during the initial growth stage of nucleation
is important for MnxNy growth because a mix of grains will propagate through
the entire film, even if growth conditions are non-ideal for some or all of the
grains.

AFM/MFM results for an ε-phase sample (sample B) are shown in Fig. 6,
which presents the growth of a highly smooth surface. The 20 µm AFM image
shown in Fig. 6(a) demonstrates an RMS roughness of 0.33 nm with a height
range of 1.52 nm. The morphology of the ε-phase sample (sample B) can be
seen more clearly in Fig. 6(c). This morphology consists of exceptionally flat
square-shaped terraces (generally between 0.1 to 0.5 µm in width). The line
profile (solid) in Fig. 6(d) further illustrates a highly smooth surface with a
small height variation, less than 1.5 nm.

The MFM image corresponding to Fig. 6(a) is shown in Fig. 6(b), which
demonstrates the magnetic domains characteristic of sample B. The sample B
magnetic domains do not show any crystalline alignment. It is evident from the
magnetic line profile (dotted) in Fig. 6(d) that the sample B magnetic domains
are from roughly 0.5 to 5 µm across. In agreement, an FFT analysis of sample
B following the procedure of Bai et al. gives a range of magnetic domain widths
of 0.7 to 7.2 µm.[23] The up-to-7.2 µm wide magnetic domains are relatively
2-dimensional given the only 0.1 µm thick film. Many of the magnetic domains
are laid out in paths, which are continuous across the entire image shown in
Fig. 6(b).

The sample B magnetic domain shape (0.7 to 7.2 µm across and laid out in
semi-continuous paths) is in contrast to the sample A magnetic domain shape
(roughly half a micrometer across and isolated). There are multiple potential
causes for the ε-phase in sample A having smaller magnetic domains than sample
B, including the following: the smaller ε-phase grain size and/or strain induced
by the adjacent η-phase grains affecting the domain size.[14, 25] Additionally,
the RMS roughness and height range of sample B (0.33 and 1.52 nm respectively)
are both an order of magnitude below those of sample A (3.39 and 19.8 nm
respectively). Clearly, an ε-phase sample with greatly enhanced crystal phase
purity can be grown when the substrate growth temperature is raised to 480
◦C.

AFM/MFM results from a ζ-phase sample are shown in Fig. 7, in which
a stripe-like pattern with stripes running parallel to 100MgO is observed. Line
section measurements across the stripe-like pattern, as shown in Fig. 7(d), in-
dicate a typical corrugation width and height of ∼ 70−90 nm and ∼ 1−3 nm,
respectively. The observation of corrugation dimensions being semi-periodic
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suggests that the surface is faceted and may agree with the observation of
weak chevrons seen in the RHEED pattern in Fig. 1(d). The AFM mea-
sured width and height correspond to a slope of arctangent( 1 nm

45 nm ) = 1.27◦ to
arctangent( 3 nm

35 nm ) = 4.90◦ with respect to the growth plane, which is below the
7.79◦ separation between the (304)- and (101)-planes. This angular difference
suggests that the slope is a mixture of (304) and (101) facets, which agrees with
the observation of both 3.80 Å and 5.23 Å spacings in RHEED.

No grains boundaries were observed in the AFM images of the ζ-phase sam-
ple despite RHEED and XRD results both indicating the sample contains a
mix of grains. This discrepancy may be explained by the scale of the grain size
being too large to observe grain boundaries with this AFM. Occasionally, some
macrosteps having heights of ∼ 2−3 nm and running perpendicular to 100MgO,
as seen in Fig. 7(a), are also observed. Roughness analysis of Fig. 7(a) gives an
RMS roughness of 0.84 nm and a height range of 4.62 nm across the 2 µm sized
image. The sample is therefore highly smooth while at the same time faceted.

The MFM image in Fig. 7(b) shows the localized stray field of the ζ-phase
sample over the area observed in Fig. 7(a). Contrast features of the MFM
image match quite closely the features in the AFM image. This comparison
suggests that the magnetic image contains no magnetic stray field signal with
only the remnant topographic signal coming through.[27] As seen in comparing
the topographic (dotted) and magnetic (solid) line profiles in Fig. 7(d) the MFM
signal does not exactly match the height variation. However, the agreement is
good enough that we exclude the presence of stray field in the sample. This
measurement is consistent with the ζ-phase sample being antiferromagnetic.

6. Conclusions

In conclusion, beyond the Mn:N flux ratio, a high dependance on substrate
growth temperature is reported. Increasing the growth temperature from 450 to
480 ◦C results in single phase ε-Mn4N growth without the significant incorpo-
ration of η-phase grains as found in 450 ◦C growths. Growth of ε- and η-phase
grains side by side indicates that the control of growth parameters during initial
nucleation is especially important. Side by side growth of ε- and η-phases is of
interest as a method for the organization of magnetic properties within a sample.
However, a method for controlling the nucleation sites of ε- and η-phases would
still need to be determined in order to controllably pattern the magnetism. The
vertical direction of this side by side growth indicates the MnxNy has greater
suitability for lateral organization compared to vertical layering.

As well, with an increased growth temperature (510 ◦C) and when deprived
sufficiently of N, upper Mn:N ratio stability limit hexagonal γ-type ζ-phase
can be grown epitaxially on a tetragonal MgO(001) substrate with a stripe-like
superstructure. Although a dominant (101) growth orientation can be achieved,
the feasibility of epitaxial growth of single grain ζ-phase on MgO(001) remains
uncertain.
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Figure 1: RHEED images taken along the MgO[100] direction of the three types of samples
grown as well as a bare MgO substrate. The images correspond to the samples as follows (a)
Bare MgO substrate (b) Mix of η||-phase and ε-phase (c) ε-phase (d) ζ-phase
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Figure 2: (a)-(c) XRD of the three types of samples grown. The images correspond to the
samples as follows (a) Mix of η||-phase and ε-phase (b) ε-phase (c) ζ-phase.
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Figure 3: (a)-(c) Models corresponding to values found in literature of each of the three phases
grown shown in perspective view.[3, 17] The images correspond to the phases as follows (a)
η||-phase with a (020) Mn-plane (b) ε-phase with a (002) Mn-plane (c) γ-type ζ-phase with
(002), (101), and (100) Mn-planes (left, middle and right respectively).
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Figure 4: Microscopy data of the mixed phase sample. (a) AFM image showing the domain
boundary between an ε-phase domain left and an eta||-phase domain right (b) MFM image of
the same area shown in a) (c) Topographic solid line profile and magnetic dotted line profile
seen in a) and b) respectively
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map of Mn concentration
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Growth plane Observed (Å) Expected (Å) Observed (Å) Expected (Å)
(h k l) XRD out-of-plane RHEED in-plane

ε-phase
(0 0 2) 3.86±0.01 3.86 3.88±0.01 3.86

Mixed phase (η-phase & ε-phase)
η-(0 2 0) obscured by 4.21 4.04/4.21

4.213 MgO peak or
4.13 avg.

ε-(0 0 2) 3.87±0.01 3.86 3.86
Average of 3.97±0.02 3.99
η-(0 2 0) &
ε-(0 0 2)

γ-type ζ-phase
(1 0 1) 2.15±0.01 2.16 5.23±0.15 5.36
(3 0 4)* 3.80±0.24 3.99
(0 0 2) 4.53±0.01 4.55 4.95±0.10 4.91
(1 0 0) 2.43±0.01 2.45 5.23±0.15 5.36

*This plane is 7.79◦ off (101) and associated with a facet, which would be formed
at the surface between Mn atoms in nearest (101) Mn-planes of different bases.

Table 1: Comparisons between XRD and RHEED data and the values expected from the
data. All RHEED measurements were taken along the MgO[100] direction.
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